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Introduction. -The concept of "warp fields", or faster than light (FTL) propagation/travel, is usually relegated into the realm of science fiction literature. Taking warp fields more seriously, when trying to develop physical realizations within the context of Einstein gravity, one has to face the difficulty that fulfilling the Einstein equations demands "exotic matter"; matter violating the null, weak, strong, and dominant conditions on the positivity of energy [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . If, on the other hand, one allows for negative energy densities (which occur for example in the quantum vacuum of the Casimir effect) the energy densities (and to a lesser degree the total energies [6] ) actually required to construct macroscopic warp drives are astronomical [7] . One way of side-stepping these problems, and developing a concrete physical model of what a warp field might look like, is to consider effective space-time theories originating in condensed matter [8, 9] : A flowing hydrodynamical background governed by the nonrelativistic Euler and continuity equations represents a curved space-time for the quasiparticle excitations moving in the fluid. The role of the speed of light is played by the speed of sound, and superluminal travel turns into super-phononic propagation due to the effective space-time curvature. The necessity of violating the energy conditions is no longer given, because the effective pseudo-Riemannian space created by the laboratory flow in absolute Newtonian space is determined by the equations of nonrelativistic hydrodynamics, and not by the Einstein field equations.
Using the curved space-time analog of quasiparticles propagating on a hydrodynamical background, we study in this paper a particularly simple and concrete physical realization of a "warp field" realized by a stationary spherical obstruction in a moving perfect nonrelativistic fluid. The effective space-time curvature near the sphere describes the fact that, when travelling between two specified points, the (absolute) Newtonian laboratory frame travel time for quasiparticles which move through the "warped" region near the sphere is either reduced or enhanced; as compared to the time the quasiparticles would need to propagate between the same two points through a flat effective space-time, that is, in a homogeneously streaming fluid.
One of the important technical issues involved in warp drives and "effective FTL" is the fact that defining FTL in a standard general relativity context is subtle and somewhat subject to coordinate artifacts [3, 10] . A particularly nice feature of the acoustic geometry presented here is that it provides a very concrete and definite physical model in which there is little room for confusion due to coordinate ambiguities. In the present situation the background "reference metric" is unambiguous, and provides a clear example of the physical situation envisaged in [3] .
Metric and Curvature. -For the vorticity-free flows considered here, the phonons travelling around the sphere perceive an acoustic space-time with metric [8, 9] 
and with Riemann curvature tensor components given in terms of the deformation tensor [11]
The deformation has vanishing trace for the incompressible background flow we are assuming, Tr D = 0, and furthermore c s is a constant. The deformation tensor corresponds in the language of general relativity to the extrinsic curvature tensor
In the original proposal by Alcubierre [1] , the extrinsic curvature tensor had nonvanishing trace, corresponding to a volume element deformation such that the space contracts in front of the spaceship and expands behind it. It was, however, recently shown by Natário [5] that Tr K=Tr D/c s = 0 is not a necessary prerequisite for the warp drive, so that the assumption of an incompressible background does not impede its construction. The nonvanishing components of the effective space-time Riemann tensor are (for an incompressible, vorticity-free background flow) [11] ,
The hats indicate that the components are in given in an orthonormal tetrad basis of the acoustic space-time, and d/dt = ∂/∂t + v · ∇ is a convective derivative. Note that if the flow is steady, the above formulae imply that the Riemann tensor scales with the flow velocity squared. The fact that the Riemann tensor goes to zero quadratically with the flow velocity tells us that in a theory linearized in the flow velocity, an irrotational, incompressible fluid flow leads to an intrinsically flat effective geometry. Phrased in more conventional language, there are no (relative acceleration) forces on the quasiparticles [12] , which are linear in the velocity in such a steady flow. The Ricci tensor is given by
while the Ricci scalar takes on a particularly simple form
Finally the Einstein tensor takes the form
Note that G tt < 0. This is a purely geometrical statement, which, if we were to impose the Einstein equations G µν = 8πT µν , would immediately lead to energy condition violations. Because we are not interpreting the metric in a general relativistic context, we do not use the Einstein equations. In the acoustic analogue, even though G tt < 0 for purely geometrical reasons, energy condition violations are not implied.
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where θ is the angle to the x axis, and φ is the azimuth around that axis. Note that ||v|| → v ∞ = 0 at r → ∞. These formulae hold for r ≥ a.
To get a qualitative handle on the curvature, note that the velocity field is of the form
This implies that the extrinsic curvature, being given by velocity gradients, must be of the form
where for convenience we introduce the Mach number U = v ∞ /c s . Therefore
Note that U is dimensionless and that the curvature has the correct dimensions of 1/(length) 2 . The Ricci curvature scalar (7) for the sphere flow (9) has the relatively simple anisotropic form
That is, quasiparticles just in front of or behind the sphere experience the largest space-time curvature. This anisotropy of the scalar curvature should be contrasted with the effective space-time curvature around a vortex [12] , or an impenetrable infinite cylinder [11] , which both have isotropic R, depending only on the distance from the center of the object placed in the flow.
Super-phononic propagation. -Defining super-phononic (or in general relativity, superluminal) propagation in warp field spacetimes is always tricky since by definition one never permits acoustic propagation outside the local sound cones of the effective geometry. What one can do, and what is done in Alcubierre's original analysis [1] is to compare two metrics placed on the same manifold. In the presence of the spherical obstruction we have the metric (1) with v → v ∞ at spatial infinity. As we have just seen, this metric leads to spacetime curvature of the acoustic geometry. (In general, any inhomogeneous flow field, which is asymptotically constant, i.e., yields the above Minkowski form at infinity, has nonzero curvature.) If the sphere were now to be removed, the flow would adjust itself so that the metric becomes
throughout the spacetime. The spacetime curvature of this acoustic metric is zero. It is by comparing the two metrics ds 2 and ds 2 ∞ that we can define the notion of super-phononic (superluminal): If the sphere is absent, the flow is simply v ∞ everywhere, the sound cones are all parallel (they are all tipped over in exactly the same way) and all have the same opening angle. Now introduce the sphere -it is an obstruction which distorts the flow. The sound cones now point in different directions at different points in the spacetime.
Time advance: reflection. -For a particularly simple case, think of a phonon that propagates upstream against the flow and the along the positive x axis from x 1 to x 0 < x 1 . In the flat reference metric this requires time T 0 = x1−x0 cs−v∞ . In the curved spacetime in the presence of the sphere, sending x 1 → ∞ and x 0 → a, the travel time becomes
While the integrals for T 0 and T individually diverge, the time advance, defined as the difference ∆T ≡ T − T 0 , is finite:
For the graphical presentation of our result in Fig. 2 it is useful to have the analytic form
where α ≡ 3 U/(1 − U ). The decrease in travel time is due to the (position-dependent) tipping over of sound cones, which ultimately connects back to the presence of nontrivial spacetime curvature. If we consider the surface of the sphere to be a reflector of sound rays, then upon impact and reflection the sound waves will be retarded on their downstream journey back to r = ∞. This retardation will not quite cancel the time advance from the upstream portion of the journey since
The net time advance is for small U
For larger U , the time delay is dominated by the negative contribution of ∆T up which in fact strongly diverges for U → 1, while ∆T down remains regular; cf. Fig. 2 . This, at first glance somewhat counterintuitive result, that ∆T up diverges for U → 1, is due to the fact that in this limit the flow field contribution of the sphere (which reduces v x below v ∞ ) causes the phonon to stagnate in the region near the sphere (where v x → 0), so that it spends an infinite amount of time in this near-field region. Time advance: penetration. -A second situation where the time advance can easily be calculated, distinct from the one depicted in Fig. 1 , is when the sphere is taken to be a thin shell, rigid but acoustically penetrable, and filled with fluid. We now follow a photon upstream from ∞ to −∞. The path divides into three zones:
• From ∞ to a, with time advance ∆T up as previously calculated.
• From a to −a: through the shell and across the 'quiet zone' inside the sphere, with time advance
• From −a to −∞, still an upstream battle, with time advance equal to the previously calculated ∆T up .
The total time advance is then
For U → 1 the time advance again diverges; and for exactly the same reason. In the flat reference geometry the upstream phonons slow to a standstill as U → 1, so any amelioration of this slowdown effect will lead to a large time advance. It should be mentioned that the sort of super-phononic propagation discussed above is in a sense "trivial", as it will be present (to some extent or another) in any acoustic metric which is both asymptotically Minkowski and has nontrivial fluid flow. In particular the effect survives, as we have seen, for arbitrarily weak fluid flow (arbitrarily weak "warp fields"). Much more radical was Alcubierre's suggestion (in the context of general relativity) of placing an observer inside the warp bubble and letting the warp bubble travel in a superluminal manner [1] .
Strong warp fields. -In our acoustic context "strong warp fields" correspond to v ∞ > c s , so that (in the frame where the sphere is at rest) the asymptotic behaviour of the fluid flow is supersonic. More critically, there will be points on the surface of the sphere where the fluid is both in contact with the sphere and flowing supersonically. This happens for those points on the surface of the sphere with
In practice, while supersonic flows are difficult to set up, there is nothing to stop us from considering such a flow as an idealized model. For strong warp fields we should thus think of the analog acoustic geometry as a gedankenexperiment that helps us understand some of the subtleties involved with this sort of effective FTL.
Recall that the sound cones near spatial infinity are given by
and note that in this strong-field case the sound cones are tipped over so far that all sound is inexorably dragged downstream. In contrast, inside the bubble one is sheltered from this flow, and a motion that is "slower than sound" in terms of the curved spacetime metric (ds 2 ) may be "faster than sound" in terms of the flat spacetime metric (ds 2 ∞ ). Indeed, an observer at rest with respect to the sphere is in this strongly warped situation travelling "faster than sound" in terms of the flat spacetime metric. The key step that allows us to make such pronouncements concerning effective "superluminal/superphononic" travel is that there are two natural metrics that can be placed on the same spacetime, and that these two metrics can then easily be used for comparison purposes.
In general relativity such a "two metric" approach to spacetime is considerably less natural -nevertheless, in order to make any sense of effective FTL one seems to be forced (one way or another) into a "two metric" interpretation. One could (as per Alcubierre) define the two metrics by fiat, effectively by agreeing to only consider a restricted class of spacetime geometries. Alternatively one can try to develop specific physical models for the "reference metric". In this article we have seen how such a reference metric naturally arises in fluid acoustics.
One of the key features of the acoustic geometry, and of analog models in general, is that they tend to inherit the notion of stable causality from the background geometry [14] . Specifically, the Newtonian time parameter t is still always timelike in the acoustic geometry, and this is very much built in at a fundamental level -because of this there is never any risk of developing closed causal curves in the acoustic geometry. We always have g ab ∇ a t∇ b t = −1/c 2 s , so as long as c 2 s > 0 we have ∇t timelike. (And if c 2 s < 0 we do not get closed timelike curves, such a situation corresponds to an elliptic equation where sound is in a sense "infinitely damped", corresponding to Euclidean signature of the metric.) In short, "chronology protection" [15, 16] is automatic for acoustic geometries and is not contingent on either the Einstein equations or quantum physics -it is built in at the foundations.
Discussion. -In this article we have presented a physical implementation of a version of Alcubierre's "warp drive spacetime" in terms of a condensed matter system for which we have absolute control over all of the fundamental physics -we have translated the notion of FTL travel in general relativistic "warp fields" into a very straightforward and simple model based on acoustic phonons in a moving fluid. Doing so has let us carry over basic insight from nonrelativistic fluid mechanics to clarify subtle issues of general relativity; and conversely the technical machinery of general relativity can be used as an aid to visualizing the acoustic properties of a moving fluid. This is merely one aspect of the "analogue gravity" programme, wherein a number of theorists are working on cross-cultural connections between condensed matter, general relativity, and particle physics [8, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20] .
